In a recent speech to the Virginia Bar Association, Rabbi Abraham Cooper of the Simon Weisenthal Center stated that “the web is not a debating society” and that “only corporations should be allowed to publish web pages, and only for marketing and advertising -- that's it." (His explicit reasoning was that the spread of not-for-profit news sites on the internet were making it impossible for Jewish groups to boycott and apply economic pressure to censor speech, as they do with newspapers and print publications).

The Weisenthal Center was also involved in a number of deals to funnel money out of the coffers of the City of Los Angeles in the name of “Holocaust education." When this corruption was exposed by the radical Hispanic-nationalist paper La Voz de Aztlan, that paper came under attack by Jewish organizations for being "racist".

“We don’t believe free speech extends to racists, fascists, or Nazis.” -- Leonard Zakim, former head of the Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith.
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